A graph G(p, q) is said to have a k-Contra Harmonic mean labeling if there exists an injection f V k k k k q :
, , ,..., 
Introduction
In (Narasimhan et. al. 2013) introduced the Contra Harmonic mean labeling. In this paper we prove that some snake related graphs. Throughout this paper k denote any positive integer >0. For all other terminology and notations we follow (Harary 1988) , (Gallian, 2018 ).
Main Results

Theorem 2.1
The graph TS m m ≥ ( ) 3 is a K-Contra Harmonic mean graph for any k. The graph A TS m
be the vertices and
be the edges which are denoted as in Figure 2 .3. The graph DA TS n n ( ) ≥ ( )
Proof
Let u v l n w l n l l l , , , ,
be the vertices and a l n b c d e l n l l l l l , , , , , ,
be the edges which are denoted as in Figure 2 .5. 
